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Who we are

- Lighthouse City:
  Turino

- Follower Cities:
  Budapest I Cork I Kozani
Funding history

- +20 years of European funding
- +10 defining lighthouse projects
“To help more EU cities become smarter and greener through technology, the EU should better tap the potential for replicating the results already achieved.”

Ildikó Gáll-Pelcz, European Court of Auditors
Ready to scale?

CEN Workshop Agreement
Positive Energy Districts for climate-neutral and smart cities

• M18
TIPS4PED engages the CWA process

• M30
TIPS4PED publishes Standardisation Strategy

• M42
Publication of the CWA
STANDARDISATION:
SUPPORTING EUROPE’S ASSERTIVE
GLOBAL ROLE

STANDARDS IN EVERY DAY LIFE
“Knowledge valorisation is a powerful tool to boost the competitiveness of our industry and to improve the life of our citizens.”

Willy Borsus, Vice-President of Wallonia, Minister for Economy, Research and Innovation, Digital, Agriculture, Urban Planning and Spatial Planning
Join us

Express your interest to receive updates on the standardisation actions in TIPS4PED
CONTACT

Policy and Standards - Monika Heyder
monika.heyder@iclei.org

Project Coordination - Laura Bordo
Laura.bordo@rina.org

@tips4ped
www.tips4ped.eu